IN THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY
Making ‘Google for Jobs’ Deliver Quality Candidates in 72 hours
Jobiak’s AI-driven recruitment platform scans job descriptions and identifies all
the attributes and ‘’signals’ that Google requires for posting and ranking, resulting
in industry leading success metrics at the lowest cost!

Easy Onboarding, Results in 48 hours
Provide access to your jobs and start seeing
candidate flow right away

Improve your Presence on Google,
Increase Quality & Volume of Applicants
Jobiak posts and optimizes all your jobs on Google.
It dynamically matches search criteria with your job
description to ensure improved applicant quality

Reduce your Cost per Apply &
Cost per Hire by more than 70%
$2.36 CPA on Jobiak vs. $16~ on other channels
$200~ CPH on Jobiak vs. $700~ average on others

Supercharge your Programmatic
Advertising (PA)
Run Jobiak alongside your programmatic buys,
reduce your hiring costs by 70% and increase
your PA for hard to fill jobs

Higher Conversion Rate. Offer Ratio
10% conversion rate on Jobiak vs. 7.5% average
90:1 hire ratio on Jobiak vs. 45:1 average
on others

An Industry leading ROI
Post a few or thousands of jobs for less than
$2/ job. The CPA is 85%~ lower than others
such as Glassdoor, LinkedIn, Indeed etc.

What are our healthcare customers saying?
“Overall, Jobiak is an incredibly strong

“Since Jobiak is so cost effective,

“The overall Cost Per Apply and Cost Per

value add to any recruitment marketing

I ultimately had to spend less money

Hire were vastly better than what was

plan and well worth the investment.
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Especially, if you find your own jobs

get the results we needed, as Jobiak

competing with job boards,or even

helped quickly fill application volumes

worse -- you can't find them on

on many jobs. That meant more

Google for Jobs at all.”

programmatic job advertising was

measured on the normal active
channels like Indeed, Glassdoor,
Linkedin and programmatic job
advertising marketplaces.”

available to fill the harder ones.”

Request a free demo: sales@jobiak.ai

Visit Jobiak.ai for all the info

